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We are seeing more questions related to justifying items in budget requests, and itemization from 
sponsors.  If you normally use the same or very similar budget justifications for all your proposals you 
should know that we have also had sponsors question ‘duplication’ of budgets and justifications, lack of 
detail in the budget and using the ‘same’ budget. 

This is a general breakdown for budget justification that can be used by most sponsors; the categories of 
spending match the OU internal spreadsheet (and NSF/Other sponsor’s layout).  Level of detail may vary 
by sponsor and there may need to be some changes in the layout for the submitted budget documents.  

Unless mentioned under subcontract, consultant, or vendor entries the only personnel discussed in our 
budget and budget justification are OU-Norman.  Most of the time a subcontract will have separate 
budget packages required by the sponsor.  It is usually not acceptable to mingle entries – for example 
under Senior Personnel listing OU people and consultants, and subcontract PI/CoPI.   

We recommend using the least numbers possible except in the travel and participant support areas where 
you may need to break things out more to justify the costs (this makes it easier to update the BJ if the 
budget changes – less numbers to ensure are correct—but note some sponsors want details on every entry 
so check the sponsor requirements).  NSF requires the IDC cost to be included in the budget justifications 

You should use the information under Basic Elements of Proposal Budget Development.  Consider the 
impact of timing on you budget too – for example if you start date is mid-November then you might not 
be able to have a gra on the proposal for that semester. 
 
Budget Justification 
 
Senior Personnel: 
The Principal Investigator, Dr. Sooner, will provide management of the project and active participation at 
projected effort of 10% for one summer month. (NSF will only allow 2 months total support for senior 
personnel unless it is specially justified; you also need to stay silent on any cost share time. Other 
sponsors might allow cost share but OUs preference is to try to use unquantified cost share if cost share is 
allowed. An example of an unquantified statement is:  The PI will provide management of the project and 
active participation in the research at no cost to the sponsor.) You might want to add additional 
information about what you will be doing but keep in mind that you don’t want to be seen by the 
reviewers as including information to circumvent page limitations. 
 
Other Personnel: 
A graduate research associate (50% FTE for 12 months) is requested to assist with data collection and to 
monitor lab testing. This section is where you mention all the non-senior personnel working on the 
proposal – post docs, technicians, program coordinators, etc.  If you have significant clerical support 
needed, then you should speak to that if you are including funds for administrative support. Significant 
support would be on the level of supporting a center type of proposal; if you need support but it isn’t 
significant you should consider a part time project manager or coordinator. 
 
Fringe Benefits: 
At the University of Oklahoma (OU), the current fringe benefits rates as negotiated with DHHS, 
are:  34.00% for senior personnel, 19.13% for postdoctoral associates, 11.27% for graduate research 
assistants and 0.35% for undergraduates. These benefits may include FICA, workmen's compensation, 
unemployment compensation, retirement, and life, dental, and health insurance.  The fringe benefits have 
been computed based on the negotiated University rates and assigned positions of project personnel.  



https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/rates-and-reports The OU fiscal year is July 1 to June 
30.  Project year may vary from fiscal year and normally consists of increments of 12 months from 
project start. 

A 3% cost of living increase is added to salaries in Years 2 and 3. 
 
Unfortunately, even if you know you do not participate in OTRS, we have been informed by ReFS that 
the higher rate must be used because of system issues in PeopleSoft. 

Sometimes a sponsor will want an exact break-out of the fringe benefits, if that is requested contact your 
PDS. 
 
Equipment: 
None requested. (Depending on the sponsor equipment can include the equipment item(s), shipping, 
installation, warranty, training to use; some sponsors want quotes, some comparison pricing, some 
disposition info.  Usually value to qualify for equipment line is Federal definition of one unit of purchase 
at 5k minimum with at least a year life span; this is usually taggable/inventoried equipment; however, 
some sponsors stipulate a different level. State agencies can also have different thresholds.)  You can also 
have what is called fabricated equipment; this is where you have parts that cost less than 5k that are going 
to be put together to make a special piece of equipment or kit that when assembled will be tagged and 
added to inventory. 
 
Travel: 
Funds are requested for mileage, hotel, and per diem for one senior personnel, the graduate student, and 
undergraduate student to attend one professional meeting per year. Costs will be per government per diem 
rates. 
 

Washington, 
DC 

# of 
travelers  Transportation Per diem  Lodging  

Registration 
or other 
meeting costs Total 

Conference  1 

$700 
 ($600 airfare + $50 
baggage fees + $50 
local transport) 

$380  
(5 days at $76 
per day) 

$1004  
(4 nights at 
$251 per night) 

$515/person $2,599  

 
Some sponsors may want breakdown like: 
$2,599 is requested for travel: Airfare: $600, Baggage: $50, Shuttle between airport and home $50, Per 
diem: 5 days @ $76/day (GSA rate) - $380, Hotel: 4 nights @ $251/night (GSA rate) - $1004, 
Registration: $515 
 
Here is another example: 
Funds for domestic travel for conference attendance to network and disseminate results estimated at 
$2,000 (airfare $550, registration $300, hotel $800, local transportation $100, per diem $250).   Foreign 
travel estimated at $3,000 for travel to attend and present papers at a meeting sponsored by The 
International Association of Breath Research (IABR), which are held in Europe (airfare $1000, 
registration $400, hotel $1000, local transportation $100, per diem $500).  Travel costs based on PI prior 
experience; will not exceed government established rates or state/institutional policies. 
 
Travel in proposal budgets is a focus area for auditors (was it really needed, was it associated with 
personal travel or other work, etc.); try to ask for what you need so there aren’t a lot of changes when the 
award is being handled – especially if you anticipate foreign travel.  Before making any travel 

https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/rates-and-reports


arrangements or traveling check with ReFS to make sure you have the appropriate sponsor approvals – 
some sponsors have to approve each trip.  There may also be requirements to use American carriers for 
flights. 
 
Participant Support Costs:  
None requested.  (if you do have participant costs be sure to provide the number of participants for each 
workshop, each year and a description of the cost development for each of the spending lines:  stipend, 
travel, subsistence, and other [as needed].  Participant support cannot be OU employees, or employees on 
the project, and are not the people putting on the training; they are the attendees.) 
 
Other Direct Costs 

Materials and Supplies:  Costs for consumable lab supplies (chemicals, glassware, media, gases, etc) are 
estimated at $7,895 for 15 samples.  (It is also common for us to see lump sums for similar items like 
chemicals $2,537, media $200, gases, $340, software $700 …if you have office supplies that are used for 
the project they are best called project supplies or consumables [office supplies are provided by your 
organization for general use and the term is a red flag for auditors]) Computers under 5k go here too 
along with justification for their need – and make sure what you are requesting follows local guidance at 
OU for IT/Computer purchase/use. Purchase of animals also goes in this area. 

Publication/Dissemination Costs:  We request funds to cover the costs of preparing and documenting 
the results of the proposed research.  The funds will cover the costs of conference materials dissemination 
and page charges for various academic journals.  (This is page charges for journals, posters, etc. it can 
also include poser expenses for presentations on the results/project.) 

Consultant Services:  None requested.  (Need days paid and charge per day; charge has to be consistent 
with what is expected for similar work in the field; unless they have approved it through their institution 
should not include anything other than the consultant’s salary and possibly travel; consultant is 
responsible for taxes on their payment.) An OU person cannot be a consultant unless they are retired and 
a retired person needs to check with HR on the parameters allowed; many times retired OU persons are 
still able to be loaded in area A and B of the budget. 

Computer/ADPE services:  None requested.  (Charges paid to IT for support or for things like a separate 
internet hook up to support the project; some departments have an IT fee for research proposals.) 

Subcontracts:  N/A  (need name of organization and lead PI; amount of the subcontract or amount per 
year is normal; usually a sentence or two on what the subcontract is providing to the proposed work.  
Most sponsors will also ask for a separate package of info on the subcontract that includes their budget 
and justification (some also want their statement of work and/or a statement about why they are needed).  
OU also requires an official commitment letter (which the sponsor may also want in the submission 
package).  It is usually not wise to mix entries for your subcontract in other areas of the budget – for 
example to talk about your subcontract’s senior personnel or travel in the same areas of your budget 
justification that you talk about those subjects for OU portion of funds.) Note that OU HSC involvement 
in a proposal is usually as a subcontract. 

 
Tuition:   
The University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus direct charges tuition remission costs for graduate research 
assistants at a monthly rate per Graduate Student. Our policy is available at:  
URL: https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/guidance/tuition-remission-practice 
 
Additional Tuition and Fees: Federal sponsors no longer allow additional tuition and fees to be added; 
however, if your sponsor is other than a federal sponsor you may add additional tuition and fees unless 
the sponsor, or the specific solicitation precludes it. 

https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/guidance/tuition-remission-practice


Shipping Costs:  Shipping costs for the materials and supplies to be ordered are estimated at $75.  If you 
will be ordering materials and supplies or have other shipping costs related to your proposal you need to 
make a separate entry for these costs to open a line of spending in the budget for post award.  These are 
not postal charges. 

Incentives: None requested. Funds for some type of incentive like gift cards for individuals participating 
in focus groups or human subject’s studies. If you are going to use gift cards be sure to read the Provost 
policies on gift card use and tracking. 

Other:  Postal charges for survey mailings are estimated at $125.  Fees of $500 are needed for 
microscopy lab use. (This area is for postal, long distance phone calls, copying, fees for using special test 
equipment, animal housing and care, meeting expenses, vendor purchases, etc.) 
 
If the proposal includes use of ARRC facilities: 
$2,914 is requested for the Radar Innovations Laboratory (RIL) laboratory fees (3% of direct 
cost).   Laboratory fees are predetermined by the ARRC as per the user agreement between the PIs and 
the center’s administration. 
 
Indirect Costs: 
Indirect Costs (IDC) are calculated using the University’s current federal negotiated pre-determined rate 
for on-campus research which is 55% of modified total direct costs (MTDC) per agreement with DHHS 
dated 03/01/2023. The MTDC base excludes equipment costing $5,000 or more, tuition remission, and 
subaward amounts in excess of $25,000.   Indirect costs represent research support costs incurred by the 
University of Oklahoma. IDC expenses include the cost of laboratories and facilities usage, building 
maintenance, utilities, general grant administration and accounting, and other University 
services.  Cognizant agency & contact:  DHHS, Arif Karim, 214.767.3261.  
URL:  https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/rates-and-reports   
 
For NSF you should include the amount of the base and IDC. 

substitute in ‘Facilities and Administrative (F&A) for the term Indirect Costs (IDC) depending on 
terminology used by sponsor 

Indirect cost is normally defaulted for the Organized Research rate as shown above in the example.  Other 
activity codes may be applicable and must be approved to be used (Instructional code of 53.5%; off-
campus research/state agency rate of 26%; Other Sponsored Activity Code (OSA) of 36.3%) The idc 
statement above may be modified depending on activity code approved for the proposal, different rates 
that are approved, rate restrictions by the sponsor or page limits of the solicitation. 
 
Note that if the sponsor publishes a rate restriction in the specific solicitation no approval is needed to use 
it; if the rate restriction is not published then a special request must be made through your PDS. If the 
sponsor restricts the idc it negates our rate agreement and the cost calculation for indirect costs are done 
using total direct costs and not modified total direct costs (unless the sponsor specifically says the rate 
restriction is to be applied to a modified total direct costs base).     

If the proposal includes cost share it’s usually better to have a section that addresses the cost share than to 
merge it into the cost information on the request from the sponsor. 

Cost Share: Senior Personnel time of X% of X months based on current appointed salary at the 
University ($XX); fringe benefits based on current fringe benefits rates per university policy ($X); 
unrecovered indirect costs based on [type of rate] rate of [IDC rate]% ($XX). If applicable add Third 
party cost share from company XYZ in the amount of $XX. 

https://ou.edu/research-norman/research-services/rates-and-reports

